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KEY STYLE #01 High shine toxic green satin dress worn with  
a sporty clip belt as a fashion statement (€ 119,99/€ 12,99).

LONDON CALLING
Set in London and brought to life in the 
buzzing atmosphere of the Shoreditch 

area, CKS introduces the A.W.19 women 
collection. Reinvented classics, exclusive 

fabrics and high quality knitwear are 
created to reflect a contemporary sense 
of style. Let us lead you through the city 
in easy-to-wear silhouettes where vibrant 

colours meet unique prints.
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Right 
Green ribbed turtleneck knit styled with a denim  
utility jumpsuit, tied around the waist to give it a  
street style vibe (€ 59,99/€ 99,99).

Left 
Oversized multicolor puffer coat, green ribbed turtleneck 
sweater, denim utility jumpsuit worn tied around the waist 
(€ 99,99/€ 59,99/€ 99,99). 

Shoreditch: 10.30 a.m.
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WALK WITH ME

Whether you’re spending the day at a cosy 
café or wandering around your favorite 
neighborhood: the city feels new every time. 
Feel like dressing up? Stand out in the streets 
in a floral statement dress and a checked  
or teddy coat. A laid-back look starts with  
a bubblegum pink jumper, trousers in  
a dogtooth print and chunky sneakers.
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Right 
Soft-touch knitted jumper in bubblegum pink and  
cropped houndstooth trousers (€ 79,99/€ 89,99), worn  
with burgundy chunky sneakers and a velvet belt bag as  
an effortless yet stylish look (€ 59,99/€ 34,99).

Left 
KEY STYLE #02 Romantic floral dress in a unique, in-house 
designed print to wear from desk to dinner. Worn with an 
iconic, checked coat finished with a red dogtooth lining as 
an unexpected detail (€ 139,99/€ 169,99).
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Sky blue belted teddy coat that is made to amaze, 
combined with a romantic chiffon maxi dress for every 
occasion (both € 149,99).

Old Street: 12:45 p.m.
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KEY STYLE #03 Quality colourblock sweater with geometric 
details combined with a mustard long sleeve turtleneck top 
and relaxed, wide trousers in a bold check pattern for every 
occasion (€ 99,99, € 39,99 and € 89,99).

WHEREVER 
THE CITY TAKES ME

Imagine strolling the streets, getting  
your groceries at the nearby 

supermarket, bumping into a long-lost 
friend on the bus… The city will never 

cease to surprise you. A head-turner like 
a one-of-a-kind colourblock jumper, an 
embellished dress or a layered tone on 
tone outfit are made for unexpected 

meetings as well as casual days.
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Eclectic embellished maxi dress with a silver dotted 
pattern to give it a festive touch, worn with a sporty 
clip belt (€ 129,99/€ 12,99).

High Street: 3:20 p.m.
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Crisp white turtleneck top styled with an old rose blouse 
with a stripe texture and pastel pink corduroy trousers to 
embrace the tone on tone trend (€ 39,99/€ 69,99/€ 79,99).

TALK 
THE TALK

AND WALK 
THE WALK 
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Left 
Tweed off-white utility jacket paired with a white graphic 
T-shirt and a ash blue patent leather pencil skirt (€ 99,99/
€ 36,99/€ 69,99).

Right 
KEY STYLE #04 Utility jumpsuit mixed and matched with an 
on-trend sheer zebra top, worn with a black circle bag 
(€ 129,99/€ 36,99/€ 49,99).
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THE STREET IS MY STAGE 

At a single glance, our collection consists 
of ready-to-wear looks that level up your 
confidence. Starting the day in a great outfit, 
puts you in an instant good mood. Don’t you 
agree? The gloomy weather and the London 
streets create an interesting contrast with 
fashion stand-outs like a workwear-inspired 
jumpsuit, a toxic green satin dress or a striking 
glitter jumper. Mixing old with new, vivid 
colours with bold prints and never missing  
a fun twist.
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Orange chunky knitted jumper with glitter details worn 
as a clever clash with coral corduroy culottes (€ 99,99/
€ 79,99).



SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER ON CKS-FASHION.COM 
AND GET A CHANCE AT WINNING AN OUTFIT.

CKS-FASHION.COM


